Sustainable solutions for traffic technologies

Strategic Partnership between Peek Traffic and Telvent
Their combined capabilities will allow traffic operators to increase safety, reduce traffic
congestion and streamline operations
January 11th, 2010 - Peek Traffic Corporation, a driving force of innovation in the intelligent traffic
control industry, is pleased to announce a strategic partnership with Telvent, the leading real-time
IT solutions and information provider. The scope of the partnership involves collaboration on joint
transportation traffic projects in mid and large sized cities in North America; this partnership allows
both firms to utilize their expertise in traffic control, and conduct joint research and development
efforts.
The partnership allows both firms to utilize their complementary technical transportation
management capabilities. Peek Traffic designs and manufactures traffic control products and
solutions that will work in conjunction with Telvent’s user-friendly interface, to streamline road
operations. This new relationship will focus on securing and implementing contracts in North
America.

This alliance will combine resources towards development of “Next Generation Traffic Control
Systems”. According to Alejandro Brunell, CEO for Peek Traffic Corporation "We are confident
that with Telvent we will be able to enhance our product compatibility and provide an integrated
adaptive control system. It will also provide an opportunity for continued growth of our
organization and affirm our commitment to offer the best, sustainable solutions for traffic
technologies."
Telvent’s CEO, Ignacio Gonzalez added “Telvent is excited for its partnership with one of the
leading providers of traffic management equipment. In collaboration, both firms continue to
provide transportation services that demonstrate a long history of expertise and cost effective
transportation solutions throughout North America.”
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About Peek Traffic Corporation
Peek’s heritage goes back 120 years providing a breadth range of quality traffic control turnkey
products and solutions. Peek’s products have helped to make motorists around the world safer
and their travels more pleasant and efficient. The expertise, experience and breadth of product
lines has made Peek one of the most respected and recognized leader in the traffic control
marketplace (www.peektraffic.com)

About Telvent
Telvent (NASDAQ: TLVT) is a global IT solutions and business information services provider
dedicated to helping improve efficiency, safety and security for the world’s leading companies.
Telvent serves markets that are critical to the sustainability of the planet, including the energy,
transportation, agricultural and environmental sectors. (www.telvent.com)
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